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Overview

1. What is the current state of security-emergency exceptions in trade 
agreements?
2. Are security-emergency exceptions suitable for the current 
international security environment?
3. What risks does the current security framework present?
4. How can we improve security-emergency exceptions for times of 
crisis and pandemic?
5. Final Remarks



1. What is the current state of security-emergency 
exceptions in trade agreements?

GATT Art. XXI: Security Exceptions
- Traditional military-centered vision of security
- Clear overlaps between security provisions and other provisions (Articles 

XI:2(a) for critical shortages and XX General Exceptions)
- Insufficient procedural safeguards to prevent misuse
- No specific provisions to guide a coherent international response to address 

new global security threats, such as large-scale natural disasters, pandemics, 
or even man-made crises



2. Are security-emergency exceptions suitable for the 
current international security environment?

⁃ The relationship between trade and security is undergoing a 
historical transformation

⁃ Security has become a multifaceted, risk-based concept, embracing 
nonstate actors and nonhuman threats

⁃ Governments´ conceptions of their own vital interests are pushing 
the limits of security to encompass issues such as national industrial 
policy, migration, terrorism, climate change, and pandemics



Issues or Threats Covered in Selected National Security Plans

Source: OECD

Country/ Region Terrorism
Weapons of Mass 

Destruction
Attack by 

foreign country Pandemic
Natural 
disaster

Man-made 
emergency Other Concerns Discussed

Australia x x x x
Technology-enabled crime (e.g. cybercrime),
critical infrastructure.

Austria x x x x x Regional conflict, failed states, organized crime.

Canada x x x x x x
Critical infrastructure, cyber networks, failed
states, organized crime, trafficking in drugs or
humans, climate change.

France x x x x x x
Critical infrastructure, organized crime,
trafficking in drugs or humans.

Germany x x x x x
Critical infrastructure, migration, regional
conflict, failed states.

Italy x x x x Regional conflicts, failed states, organized crime.

Mexico x x Regional conflict.

United Kingdom x x x x x x Energy, regional conflict, failed states, climate
change.

United States x x x x x x
Critical infrastructure, energy, trafficking in
drugs or humans.

European Union x x x x Regional conflicts, failed states, organized crime.



3. What risks does the current security framework 
present?

- If available and supported by a widening consensus on non-
traditional threats, security-emergency provisions may provide an 
appealing alternative to Members seeking to avoid their obligations 

- For example, Members trying to cope with post-COVID-19 economic 
consequences and trying to guarantee an adequate supply of 
medical products for future crises may perceive economic, legal, or 
political benefits in invoking security-emergency provisions to justify 
their actions



- The “Achilles´ heel” of international law must be addressed to meet 
the present international security environment

- Modernization of these provisions is critical to maintain the trading 
system’s required certainty for it to continue to prosper

- A framework to offset the growing temptation to justify politically 
motivated trade-restrictive measures under the pretext of security-
emergencies and to enhance cooperation among Members when 
dealing with common threats

4. How can we improve security-emergency exceptions 
for times of crisis and pandemic?



Model Provision Proposal
Article XXI: Security Exceptions

1. Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to:

(a) require a Member to furnish or allow access to any information the disclosure of which it determines to be contrary to its
essential security interests; or

(b) preclude a Member from applying measures that it considers necessary for the fulfilment of its obligations with respect to the
maintenance or restoration of international peace or security, the protection of its own essential security interests, or in
circumstances of extreme emergency in accordance with its laws.

2. Notwithstanding paragraph 1,

(a) Members shall comply with the Security Measures Code for the adoption and application of measures mentioned in paragraph
1(b).

(b) Members recognize that their interconnectedness and vulnerabilities in the face of global emergencies require a coherent,
multi-sectoral, multi-stakeholder, and whole of the WTO Community approach. Accordingly, in times of global emergency or
similar serious catastrophe as declared by a competent international organization, Members should take action in accordance with
the Guiding Principles for Times of Global Emergency.

(c) The adoption of measures to give effect to paragraphs 2(a) and 2(b) shall be a matter of conscious and purposeful effort on the
part of the Members both individually and jointly.





Key Advantages of the Proposed Framework 

1) Incentivizes Members to refrain from weaponizing security-emergency provisions by increasing
the costs of invoking such provisions

2) Dejudicializes security disputes that compromise the credibility of DSS and undermine the
treaty regime

3) Promotes that measures applied are targeted, proportionate, transparent, temporary, and
should not create unnecessary barriers to trade or disruption of global supply chains, especially
in essential goods

4) Enhances cooperation among Members when dealing with common threats to provide a
coherent, multi-sectoral, and multi-stakeholder unified response

5) Incorporates a mix of binding and nonbinding elements
6) It does not impinge on national sovereignty; on the contrary, it encourages the strengthening of

the rule of law from a domestic perspective



5. Final Remarks
⁃ While nationalism has characterized the initial legal and political responses to

the pandemic, international cooperation will determine the next stage
⁃ One of the major false dilemmas of our times is that international trade weakens

national strength and capabilities
⁃ Pooling and sharing capabilities, setting priorities, and improving coordination

through international cooperation enhances our response in the face of an
emergency and mitigates risks for future ones

⁃ International trade is not a drawback when facing a global threat, it is an
essential element of the solution, and during a pandemic, it is a matter of life
and death

⁃ Members must recognize that the risk of non-cooperation is probably the
greatest threat to security



THANK YOU!


